social regulation. As a liminal figure, Robin Hood would function in the margins, outside the accepted civilized space, and he would undermine cultural institutions and the complex social fabric. Stephen Knight argues that the political and social upheaval of fourteenth-century England may have been the context of this "anti-authoritarian development of the hero: alterity grew to represent contextual problems" ("Alterity" 7).
Robin Hood is not primarily a liminal figure, however. Nor is he fully anti-authoritarian. In maintaining allegiance to the king, operating within the tenets of medieval natural law, and showing a singular devotion to the Virgin Mary, Robin Hood, specifically in the eest if Robyn Hade (c. Robin's status as an outlaw is generally the starting point for discussions of his liminality and alterity. According to Joseph Nagy, in English legal terms an outlaw like Robin Hood is "one who does not appear in court for his trial, who places himself beyond the grasp of the forces oflaw and authority, such as the sheriff, and who is therefore deprived of his social identity and status" (200). Nagy argues that the continued fascination with Robin Hood is rooted in his liminality and his "mystique" (198) . He further contends that Robin Hood exists between culture and nature and "several other pairs of opposed categories as well" and that his "liminal world" provides a "context in which social values and realities are mirrored and redefined" (198) . Similarly, Knight argues that the domain of the Robin Hood myth is the "crucial gap of otherness between law and outlaw" and that in the medieval ballads specifically, "the space of alterity is where forest freedoms confront urban oppressions; in gentrification it becomes a terrain where invasive aggression usurps the authority of true royalty, which Robin now defends" ("Introduction" xi).
In the fifteenth-century ballads, however, as well as in Munday's play, Robin Hood is less of a liminal than a normative figure who actually represents social values clearly, not a mirrored distortion or parody. These ballads affirm certain social distinctions in their construction of national identity, grounded in orthodox religious piety and the recognition of royal judicial prerogative. The ballads and early poems Robin Hood and the Monk (after 1450), Robin Hood and the Potter (c. 1500), and A eest if Robyn Hade (the eest) challenge corrupt authority structures and ennoble the outlaw as the arbiter of justice-a particularly English form of justice that emerged in opposition to continental legal practice in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. These early ballads were possibly composed in the fourteenth century (Ohlgren, "Edwardus redivivus" 2), but survive in copies from the fifteenth century (Knight, Robin Hood: A Complete Study 56-7). Knight dates the eest to the reign of Edward Iv, contemporary with Thomas Malory's Marte Darthur (1471) (Robin Hood: A Complete Study 47, 75) . But Knight also notes clear references
